OTC Grain Bid Data

Barchart delivers our proprietary OTC grain
prices via OnDemand APIs to power your
agriculture products and services
Proprietary OTC Grain Prices
Barchart is the market leader in the management of OTC grain
bids for agribusinesses across North America. Our positioning in
this marketplace allows us to seamlessly collect data from
opaque bilateral markets. For the first time ever, Barchart is
making this data available to our customers to power their
analytics solutions and trading systems.
Best of all, we are delivering this data to you through our best-inclass enterprise data solution Barchart OnDemand. Finally, you
can get the data you need to power your agricultural focused
services and solutions through the data platform that you trust.

Enterprise Level Solutions
Our OnDemand platform is built on industry leading technology.
Reliability and accuracy are paramount. With our extensive
experience we are the market leaders in API data delivery and
fully understand our clients’ requirements. We have built
Barchart OnDemand to be the most reliable cloud-based market
data solution on the market.

Delivered via Web
Services: XML, CSV, and
JSON formats
Cloud Based: AWS
ensures reliability and
scalability
Enterprise Focus: Our
flexible solution can
power your full enterprise
Fields: Data is available for the
following fields on a snapshot
and historical basis:
- Cash Price
- Basis
- Cash Commodity Name
- Underlying futures root
- Underlying futures tenor

Local cash grain
bids from 3,500+
grain buying
facilities
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Historical data
available to
power seasonal
charts and
trading strategies

- Timestamp
- Delivery Window
- OHLC

OTC Grain Bid Data

US Grain Bid Data Coverage

Coverage Details
Barchart has strong coverage across the United
States and Canada. We are onboarding new
locations every day, and can make this data
available for display and distribution purposes.
Pay for only the data you need. Barchart offers
flexible market data solutions that are tailored to
your needs.
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